
 

 

 

 

 

EYFS Nursery   

Dear Parents, 

What a beautiful week we have had weather wise, well, apart 

from the odd storm! The children have definitely had some 

good natural doses of vitamin D this week! Remember, even 

when it is raining, the air is still warm and humid, so please 

don’t put layers underneath your child’s uniform and please no winter coats, they can definitely be left at 

home now!  

If you haven’t already invested in a pair of grey sports shorts from Nursery, at the bargain price of 5 

euro, then we request you dress your child in an alternative pair of grey shorts. The upper part of the 

uniform remains the same, either a polo shirt or t-shirt with the school logo, home wear is not an 

accepted part of our uniform. 

Most of our activities have been centred around the children producing something for our big wild and 

wonderful corridor display. The children have spent time painting and creating some amazing flower petal 

patterns and garden creatures to add to the vast wall space between the nursery and the side entrance. 

Plus, we have concentrated hard on a piece of individual work to be part of the whole school’s  Year Book. 

If you have never seen one of our amazing Year Books before, you are in for a real treat but shh! we can’t 

give away any secrets!  

We also continued with our topic ‘Jump onboard the big red train’ 

and if you look inside your little one’s  HSB you will find a simple 

addition maths work sheet from one of our stories about a train 

ride. If your child is not yet ready to add objects together, then just 

use it as a counting-on line activity, the answer should be the same! 

If your child isn’t using good one-to-one correspondence yet, they 

may get a different total number by counting too fast and missing 

objects. If this happens, then hold your child’s hand and insist they 

touch every object with their index finger  while counting out loud, 

this will help them to stay on track! (Pardon the pun!) 

During our Literacy sessions, we read another train story called the 

‘Race to the finish’, about a steam train and an electric train racing to the seaside. There were lots of 

obstacles put in the way of the trusty little steam train but this didn’t deter the train driver Duffy from 

getting there! After the story we did a group recap on the main events and tried to sequence the different 

story scenes into the correct order. Some children were very good at this, and others retold a completely 

new version of the story but it is all good practice. Sequencing is the ability to arrange language, thoughts, 

information, and actions in a certain order. The ability to sequence depends heavily on the development of 

executive functioning skills like attention, organization, planning, and working memory. Without successful 

sequencing skills, it’s difficult to follow instructions, speak properly, complete multi-step tasks, and solve 

problems.  
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Sequencing leads to success with so many daily activities! Such as: 

• Recognize patterns 

• Understand transition words like first, next, and last 

• Know the elements of a story like beginning, middle, and end 

• Comprehend stories 

• Retell stories and past events 

• Put words and sounds together in the correct order to communicate 

• Approach an unfamiliar task in a logical manner 

• Know when a task is completed 
 

You can make some very simple sequencing games either orally by reading a story together and then 

asking questions about what happened first, last in the middle etc. or you can draw some simple pictures 

of an action, like making a cake, mix up the drawings and then ask your child to put them in order of what 

happens first, then…..until the sequence is completed.  

Thank you to everyone who has already sent in a white T-shirt to decorate for our summer show, which we 

have now fixed for: Friday 24 June at 11.30 am. Nursery and Reception will perform together and the show 

will take place  outside in the playground. The afternoon children will come to the morning session only on 

that day. An official invitation will follow soon, so watch this space, but please put the date in your diary 

already!!  

Have a wonderful weekend come rain or shine and don’t forget to 

discuss our Talk topic together; ‘Why does a book have a beginning, 

a middle and an end?’ and why don’t we read the end of the story 

first?’ 

See you for a very short week next week, as Thursday and Friday are 

a holiday, if you won’t be sending your child for the whole week due 

to an extended vacation, please let us know.  

Thank you 

Alison Davies, Anna Nagy & Vanessa di Fine   nurseryteacher@telenet.be 

 

EYFS Reception  

Dear Parents, 

It has been another very busy week in Reception. We have been 

working hard and taking advantage of these wonderful sunny days to 

enhance our social skills outside. We were also treated to a very 

interesting musical concert. 

In Literacy, we concentrated on the story of ‘The Very Hungry 

Caterpillar’. We were amazed at what the caterpillar ate and none of us 

was surprised when he got a tummy ache. Our activity for the Home 

School book involved cutting and sticking skills. I am really very 
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impressed by the dexterity and the careful sticking of the class. We have read 

a lot of stories this week including my favourite story ‘Peace at Last’. 

We got to know all about butterflies this week. We know that a caterpillar 

has 16 feet, but a butterfly has only 6. We know that caterpillars eat leaves 

and butterflies enjoy nectar.  

In Maths, we learnt all about symmetry with Mrs Irakoze. It is amazing to 

think that butterfly wings have perfect symmetry. 

In PE, there were 4 different activities for the class to try. We rotated so that 

each child got the chance to try them all. There were hoops to try hula 

hooping, stilts to walk tall, balls with scoops to try and throw and catch, and 

finally, some footballs to shoot into goals or to throw and catch. 

The musical concert was presented by a group called Trio Becel. 

We were taught about 3 

different instruments, the harp, 

the flute and the viola. It was 

beautiful to hear the different 

sounds that can be made with 

these lovely instruments. Thank 

you to Ms De Fine for organising 

it for us.  

 

Talk topic for this week: Where 

does rain come from? What makes rain? 

Have a lovely weekend.    

Mrs. Vetter and Mrs. Julaton receptionteacher@telenet.be 

 

KS1 Year 1    

Dear Parents, 

Another busy week in Year 1, full of enriching activities and learning inside and 

outside.  The concert by the musical trio on Monday generated a lot of interest.  

The children were given the opportunity to ask questions to the musicians and 

all week there has been much discussion of bands 

and musical instruments!   

We began rehearsals for the summer production 

with our friends in Year 2.  The children are doing 

really well with remembering their lines.  We ask 

that you continue to practise at home although I’m 

sure that by now, you know the lines as well as the 

children do! 

                                                            

Waiting for the 

musicians to begin. 
Showing our appreciation at 

the end of one of the pieces. 
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  LITERACY 

We continued work on the book, ‘I Want My Hat Back’. This week we used role 

play to explore character feelings, dilemmas and motivations.  As usual, we 

continued with individual reading, which the children do with Mrs Bandaru and 

guided reading, which the children do in a small group with Miss Corrigan.  

Guided reading sessions are made up of three parts: before-reading discussion, 

independent reading and after- reading discussion.  The main goal of guided 

reading is to help students use reading strategies whilst reading for meaning 

independently.  It has been very noticeable to see the progress that children 

are making as they discover that they can actually read the books they choose 

from the class library.                                                   

MATHS  

This week we used number facts to add and subtract 1-digit numbers to and from 2-digit numbers.  We also 
added pairs of 1-digit numbers with totals above 10 and sorted out additions into those you ʻjust knowʼ and 
those you need to work out.  We have also begun Maths assessments which should be finished early next 
week.   

SCIENCE 

Our current science unit, which explores invertebrates, dovetails nicely into our Summer Production, ‘A Bee 

Musical’.  This week we have taken the opportunity to find out more about honeybees and enjoyed watching 

some stunning short videos of them, including how they collect pollen and put it in their pollen sacs.  

PE 

We are almost at the end of our bat and ball unit.  It has 

been very noticeable to see the progress made over the 

past five weeks.  Hand-eye coordination is improving as 

children are increasingly able to hit a target and catching 

skills are developing too.   

     

 

TALK TOPIC: What is your favourite kind of music?  Does anyone in your family play a musical instrument?  

If you could play any instrument what would it be?         

Have wonderful weekend! 

Miss Corrigan and Mrs. Bandaru   year1teacher@telenet.be 

 

KS1 Year 2        

Dear Parents, 
 
This week, a big highlight was Monday’s concert performance from the Trio Becel.  
 
In connection with our show, The Bee Musical, the children have been learning some 
facts about bees. In our Science lesson, we learned how bees and other flying insects 
play a crucial role in the life of plants, and therefore in our food supply, by pollinating 

A Guided Reading session. 

Anyone for tennis? 

Ruthvik and Tanay looking 

very smart in our new 

school shorts 
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many plants. We learned how plants attract insects, and we observed colourful plants, noticing bees visiting 
them. The importance of bees to our world is a main theme in our show. In their Art lesson with Mrs Davies, 
the children began building a key part of the scenery, painting their own honeycomb hexagons. 
 
In our Literacy lessons this week, we completed the picture book,’ Zeraffa Giraffa’, and we read about the 
true story of Zeraffa. In our writing lessons, based on our reading, we learned about exclamations, finding 
them in the text, and writing our own (eg. What beautiful eyelashes! Amazing! Such a gentle creature!). In a 
geography-linked literacy session, the children plotted key points in Zeraffa’s journey on a map showing 
North Africa, the Mediterranean Sea and France.  
 
In our casual poetry reading sessions this week, we enjoyed listening to two poems by Christina Rossetti. 
The children enjoyed the descriptions of nature in the poems and requested a copy of the poems to bring 
home to illustrate: this is optional work, but could be fun for the weekend. 
 
In Maths this week, as well as completing an arithmetic test and a problem-solving test, we revised the 
concept of calculating change in money operations, by counting up from the smaller number. Applying their 
arithmetical skills to real-life situations is a challenge, and this is one of the things we will be prioritizing in 
the coming weeks.  
 
We have enjoyed reading the children’s own picture books, based on the book 
Wild. They put great effort into the design of the books, the illustrations and the 
story itself, taking care to give the story a coherent form.  
 
As the thunderstorm put a stop to our outdoor PE lesson, we had fun with a 
dance lesson inside. 
 
I wish you a very happy weekend. 
 
Ms Read and Mrs Tolentino  Year2teacher@telenet.be 
 

 

Music with Miss Di Fine - Acorn Building  

Reception: This week we challenged ourselves by listening to and 

guessing different environmental sounds, like the water dripping from 

the tub, the page of the book turning etc. We closed our eyes and we 

tried to listen to the sounds surrounding us. Some children could hear 

some birds chirping outside on the trees, others the noisy children 

shouting in their classrooms. 

Anyway, whether or not the sound could be pleasant or unpleasant for 

their ears, this a good exercise for them to improve their listening skills, 

focusing and expanding their cognitive intuitions. You can also try to play this game with your child at home, 

or outside at the park, or any other place. Can you guess which sound you hear? 

The song we learned this week is called “Welcome to the Summer Time”.  

We very much enjoyed the musician’s performance, we listened and looked very attentively at every single 

note and word they played and spoke. Well done, Reception! 

Watercolours from our 

Folon workshop 
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Years 1 & 2: It’s been a fantastic week! We were so excited to 

finally meet the musicians, hear and see them play (live) their 

beautiful instruments, in our school! Wow! We were so 

enthusiastic to get such a great opportunity, after all of this time. 

We are looking forward to meeting them again, whether it will 

be in our school or in a real big theatre!  

This week we also practised our show, working on the soloist 

singing  parts and learning a new song called ‘To be a bee’.  

 

 

French with Ms Kowalska - Acorn Building  

We started the week by playing with 

the names of spring flowers using 

flash cards. Then we began to 

explore the world of small beasts. 

With the Reception children, we 

read a book from the "Mes 

premières découvertes" series to 

find out all about the ladybird: how 

many wings does it have? How many 

legs, how many spots? What does it eat? Are there yellow ladybirds?   

 

 

We learned a rhyme ‘Coccinelle et papillon’ : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0gBMsVPkWKk 

 

The Reception children drew and 

painted beautiful fields of poppies 

visited by little beasts and with the 

Year 1 and Year 2 classes we focused 

on bees. We read about bees, looked 

at a picture book, and started to learn 

the lyrics to the song 'Merci les 

abeilles': 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pDpFwiMPqrU. 

 

The children also created beautiful collages of spring meadows to decorate our French room 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0gBMsVPkWKk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pDpFwiMPqrU


KS2 Year 3 

 
Dear Parents,  
 
This has been a busy, hard-working week for the children.  In 
Literacy, the main event was the final reading comprehension 
assessment of the year: the overall results are very pleasing, 
and there was a definite reduction in the number of careless 
mistakes and marks being ‘thrown away’.  We also completed 
our ‘Wolves in the Walls’ story, with the last two sentence 
stacks.  Next week, the children will be writing their own 
alternative version.  In grammar, we looked at the last of this 
year’s ‘word classes’ – pronouns – and practised using them to replace ordinary and proper nouns. 

 
In Maths, we had a general revision session on Monday, followed by one 
assessment paper each day on Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday.  I 
believe that the constant exhortations about taking your time, and 
checking answers carefully are beginning to sink in…  
 
Having quickly learnt about the poles of a magnet, our Science session 
was largely practical: we tested like and opposite poles (attract/repel), 
made our own compass by floating a magnet on a bowl of water, and 
made our own magnets by carefully and repeatedly ‘stroking’ a nail with 
another magnet.  
 
 
 
 

We continued with our aviation theme in our 
Topic session, deviating slightly from invention 
and discovery to look at the idea of ‘pioneers’.  
We focused on the famous female aviator, 
Amelia Earhart, and looked at her life, career(s) 
and her mysterious disappearance.  Following 
that, we just about had time to put the 
finishing touches to our geometric designs 
(now on display) and to make a start on 
designing our junk modelling ‘inventions’.  
 
A couple of other highlights: a super musical performance by the Trio Becel (harp, viola and flute) and our 
second match in the Fifteen15 Trophy – we lost (again) and received the ‘wooden spoon’ (again) – but next 
year the children will be stronger for it!  There are some photos of all our activities in this month’s Flickr 
album. 
 
Talk Topic for next week is ‘Think of another type of creature which might, in your imagination, live in the 
walls.’ 
 
Enjoy the weekend, 
 
Patrick Tranter and Naomi Irakoze 
year3teacher@telenet.be 
https://www.flickr.com/photos/157096587@N03/albums/72177720298608648  
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Year 4  
     
Dear Parents,                                                                                                             

This week we finished off our Mrs C. poetry unit based on 

Valerie Bloom’s ‘The River’ by writing the last two verses of 

our class poem. There were some fabulous ideas for the 

negative verse, the river was a minotaur, medusa, a serpent 

that gushes and overflows, pushes and barges. We then 

independently wrote our own poems based on the same 

structure as ‘The River’ with 6 verses of 4 lines each, using an ABCB rhyming pattern and beginning each 

verse with a metaphor. This time the topic was changed to ‘Summer’ so I could see their own original ideas. 

The children amazed me with the quality of their poems, so many interesting metaphors were chosen and 

they kept to the rhythm and rhyming pattern beautifully. This unit was the most challenging of all our Mrs C 

units this year, but by the end the children could definitely call themselves poets!  

I’m pleased to say that the year 4 cricket team won their third-place play-

off match against year 3, well done to everyone who took part! In PE this 

week, the summer weather made us think of racket sports so we had a go 

at badminton, learning how to hold the racket and hit the shuttlecock.  

In our Topic lesson we started to do our pages for the school yearbook and 

had a wonderful look back at memories we have enjoyed from the year, 

including the Cornimont residential trip, the Aladdin show, fun Fridays, 

orienteering, science week, Mrs C. lessons, art projects, sports events….it 

was amazing to discuss all of the great things we have done in school this 

year!  

In Maths we completed our assessments and the children 

showed me how well they have grasped our topics this year. 

They did a great job of mental arithmetic, plotting coordinates, 

answering reasoning problems and reading graphs. We also 

completed our reading assessment this week too.  

Thank you to everyone who has already brought back the 

permission slip and 5 euros for our upcoming river cruise in 

Brussels at the end of May, we are all very much looking 

forward to it! If you haven’t yet brought it back, we need it next 

week please.  

Camilla Rutayisire  Year4teacher@telenet.be      

                

 

Year 5 

Dear Parents,   

This week was sadly a frustrating week for various reasons. The Y5 

Summer PIRA reading test is a tricky one but nonetheless some 

results were disappointing; this put a split right down the middle.  
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Next, frustration came in Science when hot milk mixed with vinegar was meant to create ‘plastic’ but didn’t 

for us. No reaction presented itself for us at all      .  

Regardless, the children were shown the product which should have come out of the experiment. Their task 

was, then, to write a summary of what had taken place given a bank of relevant words. The number of 

stumped faces and pleas for help in this lesson was really surprising and this state of affairs got no better in 

Literacy later in the week.  

The children had to convert verbs in the past tense to present perfect forms. This was a very, very easy 

exercise, but again the number of cries for help and blank faces was a sight to behold and a shock to the 

system given what and how much we’ve done this year. I don’t know if the heat had sapped focus or pickled 

some brains, or ‘fuel’ levels are reaching ‘critical’ in this final stretch of the year, but I was left slightly 

crestfallen and disheartened with this regression.Still, the class did well multiplying fractions and converting 

them to and from mixed/improper fractions in numeracy. They showed enthusiasm and conscientiousness 

to attack a Prezi about Route 66 in topic. They acted well to show their understanding of the current text in 

Literacy, Henry’s Freedom box, and early signs are that they coped well with the 

Abacus Maths end of term, final of 3 reasoning papers. 

The Y5s, also, very much enjoyed the visiting musical trio, Becel, and were thrilled 

to get out for their turn in Archery. Let’s see how they got on in the Olympics this 

Friday! 

Talk Topic: Why do you think so many of the class froze and asked for help when 

they were perfectly able to do our activities by themselves? 

And that was our week.  

Best wishes,       Tim Stedman  year5teacher@telenet.be 

 

 

 

Year 6  

Dear Parents, 

The pupils have now completed all their SATs tests; the optional GCSE Foundation 

maths tests will take place next week. As expected, and despite unnumerable 

warnings about reading the question, checking answers and asking if an answer 

makes sense, there were some Oscar-worthy errors – if you think food prices are going up in the world, you 

are mistaken…  in a math’s paper, one answer had the cost of 2 apples and one orange at 10.50 euro! Think 

twice before going shopping with some of our more able mathematicians, who appeared unable to calculate 

the change they should receive from a 20 euro note. Notwithstanding these ‘blunders,’ the children have 

obviously worked hard, and I am sure that they will be delighted with their results. 

Well done to all the LAMDA candidates last Friday; it proved to be quite a stressful day, but I listened to them 

perform (through the wall!) and was very proud of them. 

We finished watching the film of Macbeth and our next activity is performing the play, so the scripts are 

printed and ready for us to begin learning. 
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As we come to the end of this academic year, the children are 

putting the final touches to their Yearbook entries containing 

memories to treasure. 

The Oak Olympics kick off with track events at Park 

Cinquantenaire this Friday and do not forget that the 

afterschool cricket matches begin on Monday. 

Talk Topic: What are your plans for the summer holidays? 

Happy weekend, 

Beverley Tranter year6teacher@telenet.be 

 

Music KS2- Oak Building: Miss di Fine 

Years 5 & 6:  This week we have been very inspired by the 

musician’s performance, so we decided to perform as an 

ensemble. This word which means ‘together’ is used in 

music to emphasize the roles of all performers meant as a 

whole group rather than a star performance. Playing 

together is fun and also very challenging! Everybody gives 

an important contribution to the group to get the best result 

for the final performance. Nevertheless, it is also a great way 

to support each other by sharing ideas and thoughts, grow 

and improve musically but most of all to build a fantastic 

working team. 

The song we learned to sing and  play this week is called 

“Funga Alafia”. This is a West Africa song sung to 

welcome someone: 

 ‘I welcome you with my eyes, my hands and my heart’.  

To perform we used a range of different drums and 

pitched percussion instruments. 

You can listen to the music here: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Byb29qtEXog! 
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French - Oak Building:  

Year 3: Ms. Kowalska 
At the beginning of the week we read descriptions of songbirds. 
Tuesday was then a self-assessment day during which the 
children could use all the documents and teaching materials 
they had received over the last few weeks. Everyone was able 
to test their comprehension of the questions and their 
understanding of the documents in which they had to look for 
answers. 

This week, we also did a 
short reminder of numbers, 
which are part of the 
vocabulary needed for the 
Belgian History and Culture course taught in French. 
 
On Thursday, the children started their creative work based on the last 
few weeks of work, each drawing their imaginary bird and describing 
this extraordinary specimen.!   
 
 
 

History, Geography and Culture of Belgium  
This week, Years 3 and 6 discovered the painting "Jeux d'enfants" by Peter Bruegel. For the 6ème, the 
description of the painting was enriched with historical details and a more extensive vocabulary related to 
the subject of the painting. The 3rd years were able to try their hand at a game of jacks by following the 
video by Belgian artist Françis Alÿs "Jeux d'enfants #18", 
 
With the Years 4 and 5, we studied the industrial revolution in England and Belgium in the 19th century. We 
talked about James Watt, factories and the mechanisation of work and read documents testifying to the 
living conditions of workers at that time. We located the Hainault and Liege provinces on a map of Belgium, 
where the Belgian industrial revolution started. We are approaching our next topic: the discovery of 
Iguanodons in the coal mines of Bernissart. 
 
 
Year 4: with Mme Halvorsen 
 
In French with Madame Halvorsen, we had a fun week with our Yearbook project which gave us the 
opportunity to use, apply and come up with some brilliant descriptions of ourselves and show our  
theatrical skills while presenting ourselves with a sort of a biography of ’Parle un peu de toi’ (who you  
are and what you like to do).  We took centre stage and we all got to act, present and show something 
about ourselves. The yearbook project gave each one of us a 
comprehensive outlook of everything we’ve  
learned this past years, including the use of l’article défini, 
l’adjectif possessif ,‘la conjugaison des  
verbes réguliers et irréguliers, the use of the prepositions ‘à 
and de with jouer et faire (j’aime faire  
du golf, j’aime jouer au foot with some great and fun theatrical 
presentations. 



  

  

 

 

 

 

 

Year 5:  

In French with Madame Halvorsen, we had a superb week working on our Yearbook project which gave us 

the opportunity to explore ‘le français’ and come up with some brilliant elements to show our theatrical  

talents and present ourselves with a sort of a biography of who we are and what we like.  We took centre  

stage and we all got to present, and show our yearbook biography. 

We seized the opportunity to have an inverted classroom where we could take the place of the teacher, 

hunt for errors, clarify them and explain why. The 

yearbook project gave each one of us a  

comprehensive outlook of everything we’ve 

learned these past years, including  the use of 

‘l’adjectif possessif, l’article défini’ with les 

couleurs, les langues, les sports etc. la 

conjugaison des verbes, l’accord (the agreement) 

nom +adjectif and so on.. The theatrical 

presentations were amazing. 

 

Year 6:  

In French with Madame Halvorsen, we started the week working on our Yearbook project which  

gave us the opportunity to challenge ourselves and come up with some brilliant elements to act, mime 

and present ourselves with a sort of a biography of who we are and what we aspire to be. We took centre  

stage and we all got to present, show his/her yearbook biography and talk about ‘nos rêves’ (our dreams).  

We seized the opportunity to have an inverted classroom where we could take the place of the teacher,  

hunt for errors, clarify them and explain why. The yearbook project gave each one of us a comprehensive  

outlook of everything we’ve learned these past years, including  the use of ‘l’adjectif possessif, l’article  

défini’ with les couleurs, les langues, les sports etc. les verbes réguliers et irréguliers, les homophones  

(ver, verre, vers..), l’accord (the agreement) nom +adjectif and so on.. The theatrical presentations  

were exquisite and great fun! 

 
 

 

 

 

 

  


